Rare "Gone with the Wind" Letters to be Sold

An important collection of Gone With the Wind letters and memorabilia are now being displayed at Circa Savannah and will be sold to interested parties.

Savannah, GA, April 01, 2008 --(PR.com)-- On Selznick International Pictures letter head, October 1, 1937, in part: “I am enclosing four copies of the letter agreement to cover the further employment of Mr. Sidney Howard. I hope we aren't all old and gray before this thing is finished”.

On Margaret Mitchell letter head, June 3, 1941, in part: “I have just received from my Bulgarian publisher copies of Gone With the Wind published in your language.” Signed Cordially as “Margaret Mitchell Marsh”

On Selznick International Pictures letter head, November 25, 1936, in part: “I am attaching herewith a break-down of the characters on Gone with the Wind. I am hopeful that George Cukor will have one full week of auditions around December 15th....”

These letters along with a significant collection of other Gone With the Wind items from Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Olivia deHavilland and other are all now available for viewing and purchase beginning April 5.

Circa Savannah provides a lifetime guarantee with every Certificate of Authenticity and will provide the new owner with all related provenance for this historic item.

Circa Savannah specializes in historic autographs; period antiques and eclectic memorabilia including a collection of Civil War Generals and other notables as Jefferson Davis, HRH Princess Diana, Harry Houdini, Andy Warhol and a variety of others.

Circa Savannah is the premier historic gallery in the Southeast and an outstanding leader in presenting historical documents and autographs as art. Circa Savannah offers its collection to the public Monday through Saturday from 10am and Sunday beginning at noon.

To learn more about Circa Savannah, visit the historic gallery online at www.circasavannah.com. To inquire about Gone With the Wind items, you may call them directly at (912) 233-3667. The e-mail address is info@circasavannah.com
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